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1 Introduction

Molecular dynamics (MD) for a classical unconstrained simulation of bimolecular systems requires the solution of Newton’s equations of motion. At each step, one evaluates the contribution of interacting forces, and these are applied to the system using a numerical integrator. The most computationally expensive part is the force evaluation among atoms. MD is a challenging application because the time scales are long (processes of interest are in the order of microseconds to seconds, and the time steps are in the order of femtoseconds), and also because the system sizes are very large (thousands to hundreds of thousands of atoms). The time scale problem is typically addressed by using multiple time stepping integrators, whereas the second problem may be addressed through the use of parallel processing.

In this paper, we evaluate the design of ProtoMol [7], a framework for MD that uses encapsulation and generic programming to provide an extensible component platform for parallel algorithms for MD. The emphasis on design and extensibility distinguishes ProtoMol from other excellent MD programs, such as GROMOS [15], Amber [18], CHARMM [2]. A program with similar goals, which provided the initial inspiration for ProtoMol, is NAMD2 [8]. However, NAMD 2’s design goal is primarily high scalability, which forces the algorithm developer to consider the parallelization scheme of the program from the outset.

We present an approach that hides parallelization details on some objects, and which thus allows for the incremental development of parallel modules within
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ProtoMol. Our goal is to make parallel optimization simple and flexible enough, so that the parallelization can be made transparent for the application developer, while we rely on generic programming techniques to achieve high performance. This approach has been proven by a number of projects such as POOMA [5] project, the MTL [14], Blitz++ [17], and similar efforts.

Our incremental parallelization scheme provides generic parallelization mechanisms and facilities for clusters with moderate number of nodes, e.g. up to 64 nodes. The idea is that the applications developer may start with a sequential implementation of his or her algorithm, while transparently benefiting from already parallelized parts in the framework; later he or she may parallelize the whole new algorithm. Our goal is to have a platform that may extend eventually from a few processors to large scale systems, and which may include the use of multi threading and distributed message passing.

Our design is based on a force decomposition that admits different work distribution approaches, from static to dynamic distribution using a master-slave paradigm. The paper is organized as follows: First, we present the design of ProtoMol, and compare it with state-of-the-art MD programs. Then, we describe its parallelization, presenting results of some benchmarks: using a 128 node Origin2000, we get a speedup of 24 on 32 nodes for a 92224 atom system, using a master-slave paradigm, and a speedup of 22 on 32 nodes for the same system, using a static distribution. We conclude that our approach to incremental parallelization is flexible, and shows reasonable scaling. In the last section, we propose a refinement of ProtoMol that will allow us to improve the performance, with the future goal of accommodating large scale systems and implementations combining multi threading and message passing.

2 Design of ProtoMol

ProtoMol is a component framework for MD simulations. It has generic components to represent MD integrators (allowing for arbitrary chains of multiple time stepping algorithms), generic forces, both bonded and non-bonded, and generic boundary conditions. It provides mechanisms for the efficient evaluation of all the computational components. It relies heavily on templates and inlining to achieve both abstraction and high performance. Fig 1 gives an overview of ProtoMol.

The integration – one time step – consists basically of the evaluation of forces, and the updating of positions and velocities. The multiple time stepping integrators can be set in a chain, so that particular forces (or ranges of forces) are assigned a given time step. The user can define new integrators by allocating some force evaluations for each level.

3 Incremental Parallelization of ProtoMol

We use an object that parallelizes a given computational work by distributing the work and collecting the contributions. The implementation uses MPI and one-sided communication features of MPI-2 to optimize communication.
To meet these computational demands there are several sequential optimization approaches and four basic strategies [16] for parallelization: (a) The master-slave approach, which allocates work among slaves and has both communication and load balancing difficulties. (b) The atom decomposition, which is based on data replication; it is an easy but memory expensive approach with poor scaling due to global communication. Programs using this decomposition include GROMOS [15], Amber [18], CHARMM [2], and an early version of EGO. (c) The force decomposition, which involves either force matrix or systolic loop methods. It scales better than atom decomposition by reducing communication costs through the use of a block-decomposition, as in LAMMPS [13] and CHARMM [6], and as discussed in reference [12]. (d) Spatial decomposition, which uses linked lists and scales very well, but it is more difficult to write and extend. It is used in ddimq [3], SIGMA, NAMD2 [8], PMD [19], EulerGromos [4] and it is evaluated in references [1, 9].

3.1 Work Distribution and Data Transfer

Work distribution is performed by the master, through a short message (work-command). Slaves retrieve the required data independently, carry out the work, and notify the master when finished, see Fig. 2a. Data may either be centralized, distributed or replicated, depending on the parallelization implementation desired. To distribute data among the slaves we use proxies. The slaves exchange data for the assigned work independently (Fig. 2b) and without any explicit synchronization via proxies; the owner of data makes its wanted data globally accessible. Access of data is transparent, as in the sequential case. Caching and smart reduction of contributions are also hidden in the proxies. Communication is based on MPI and features of one-sided communication MPI-2 [9, 10].
3.2 Load Balancing

We tested both dynamic and static load balancing. Dynamic load balancing can be done either on a local or on a global level, where the global load balancing is in general better, but it uses global synchronization. Load balancing becomes more important for large number of nodes [8, 11]. For our purpose, with a moderate number of processors, we can handle load balancing by one master globally, where as for massively parallel processors we need a hierarchy of or several masters.

Static load balancing can be appropriate, when ever the force work load – at least for the most expensive ones – can be estimated and distributed equally among the nodes without any run time information. The advantage is that we do not need to explicit communicate work-commands, but it clearly will not scale for large number of nodes or for small systems.

3.3 Range Computation

With the data in place on a local node, the work can be carried out. The actual assigned work (part) is defined by a range – or more generally by a selection, e.g. representing a cell – of atoms. This requires range computation capabilities in the functions to be parallelized. Range computation should be simple to introduce as long as we guarantee that all the data is in place. The idea is that the computation function only has to be extended to handle ranges or selections of atoms. However, the application developer does not need to add selection or range capabilities as long as the work or function does not need to be executed in parallel.

During a time step the master sends a short work-command (Fig. 2b) telling what and on which atoms the work should be carried out. The slave gets the needed data via the proxies and executes the work. As soon the slave finished, it notifies the master and waits for further work. The contributions or results are sent back to master by the proxies typically at least at the end of a time step. We have to consider that we may occasionally rearrange the atoms for computations, wherever the needed data objects are not contiguous, to reduce the data transfer.

![Figure 2. (a) The master-slave paradigm, (b) The data (memory) exchange between the master and the slaves.](image-url)
3.4 Implementation and Evaluation

We parallelized the force group class, by distributing different forces to different nodes. For example, a simulation may evaluate several bonded forces (such as bond and angle forces) and several nonbonded forces (such as Coulomb and Lennard-Jones). Some of these forces are themselves evaluated in parallel, provided the force classes support range computation. Ranges of atoms are distributed transparently among available computational nodes, according to a particular load balance strategy, as explained below.

It is natural to parallelize the updating and force computation together such that communication is minimized. Every node is assigned a range of atoms in which to update positions and velocities. Each node makes its force contribution public using one-sided communication in MPI-2. Then all nodes perform reductions for their assigned range. After a local update of positions and velocities, the nodes make this data public.

The proxies keep track of the state of the data (valid, unavailable, distributed, etc.) The validation of data is done at this level to allow the transfer of larger chunks of data, for higher performance.

We tested a static load balancing. Sequential forces are distributed equally among the nodes. Parallel forces determine by themselves which range they have to compute. For the full nonbonded forces we divide the force matrix into $p$ equally areas, where $p$ is the number of nodes. For cutoff nonbonded forces we assign sets of cells to the nodes.

We ran our framework for a moderate example with 14281 atoms evaluating Coulomb forces and Lennard-Jones forces with a cutoff of 7Åand bond, angle and dihedral forces on an Origin2000. The speedup for 8 nodes is about 6.5 and for 32 nodes around 16. The reason for the poor scaling is load unbalance.

Then, we tested a simple dynamic load balancing, which is based on the master-slave paradigm. The size of the computational work varies from evaluating the interaction between two atoms to computing the contributions of one force for all atoms. Whenever a slave finishes its work, it notifies the master and gets new work. Table 1 gives an overview of the Apo A1 benchmark with 92224 atoms simulating 10fs. We get clearly a better scaling for larger number of nodes since the work is distributed more evenly.

4 Conclusions

We have obtained reasonable speedup (75% efficiency) using one-sided communication in 32 nodes of an Origin2000. Since we use one-sided communication and avoid global communication, we think our approach will scale in clusters as well. One-sided communication gives flexibility on how to manage communication, and makes our implementation simple and flexible. The design of PROTOmOL made it easy to implement different load balancing and decomposition strategies. The parallelization strategies already implemented are transparent to future application developers, and the generic design allows for better data and work distribution strategies.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nodes</th>
<th>Static [s]</th>
<th>Speedup</th>
<th>Dynamic [s]</th>
<th>Speedup</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>677.2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>677.2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>337.4</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>343.2</td>
<td>1.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>181.6</td>
<td>3.73</td>
<td>175.2</td>
<td>3.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>98.85</td>
<td>6.85</td>
<td>89.51</td>
<td>7.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>53.48</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>47.91</td>
<td>14.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>30.83</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>28.16</td>
<td>24.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. ApoA1 benchmark (92224 atoms, non-periodic) simulating 10 fs with a cutoff of 12 Å on an Origin2000 with 195MHz R10000 processors. The left column shows the scaling using static load balancing, and the right column shows the scaling using a master-slave load balance. For the latter implementation, there is a node that acts as both master and slave.

For the future we will avoid replication, which will make our framework also suitable for system with much more than 10^6 atoms. For some forces we do not expect the same performance as for a spatial decomposition, but we have the possibility to rearrange the data to get a nearly spatial decomposition. For large scale parallel machines, the same overall design applies, but the details of the data managing change drastically. In particular, the load balancing strategy would use a hierarchy of masters to avoid bottlenecks. Also, one would need to use distributed data.
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